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DISTRIBUTORS
Distributors
Aldo Forte born thirty years experience in the environment of professional hair-care and hairdressing
.
Choose ALDO FORTE To stand out from your colleagues to offer a high quality service to your
customers to have a new and fresh in your store

PRODUCT LINE
Colorit
Maryser
Newlife
Stylingit

Mousse Soft/Strong
MOUSSE SOFT
It 's a foam optimal to give volume and duration to any type of hair dryer is in that in curlers . Donate
and support for light hair protecting it from external agents . Suitable for all hair types.
MOUSSE STRONG
It's a foam extremely effective and easy to deploy. Allows to realize and give shape to any type of
hair . Gives the hair shine and volume , protecting them from external agents. Suitable for all hair
types.
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